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Zumba Fitness            
Case Study 

A powerful example of how personalized video can 
dramatically increase your marketing results.
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You have probably heard of Zumba 
before, but here is a brief overview 
just so you have the full picture of their 
entire business model. Zumba Fitness 
is a health and dance-fitness brand 
offering live classes consumers can take 
in more than 200,000 locations, as well 
as a consumer products vertical with 
DVDs, CDs and video games. Instructors 
commonly pay to take an eight-hour 
class to become licensed to teach the 
Zumba Fitness program. The brand has 
a membership program that instructors 
can join, providing them access to 
marketing materials, a website builder 
and adds them to a class locator online, 
among other tools and perks.

What do you 
know about 
Zumba?
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So what's the plan?

Zumba's annual Instructor Convention was coming up, the 

marketing team decided to take some B2C flair and apply it to 

the B2B sphere by inserting a custom video into the convention's 

email launch. To debut the personalized video within Zumba's 

email program, the launch email of the annual Instructor 

Convention was chosen. 

This message was sent the morning that registration went 

live, and led off the marketing for the event . The video was 

comprised of footage of previous years at the event, and 

personally invited the recipient to attend. 
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When the team started discussing strategy, and what the 

marketing campaign for the Instructor Convention would 

be, the idea of personalized video came up as a way to 

grab the attention of the instructors. Wayne Miller, Senior 

Manager of Email and Marketing Automation, Zumba 

Fitness said:

"Personalized video was a way the team could quickly 

convey in the email that the event was on the next level, 

in all of the marketing, we wanted to immerse people 

in that experience before they even get there." 

Zumba had a lot of compelling video assets from prior years 

and the team had already started working on a promo reel 

that was going  to be used to advertise the event on the 

landing page and registration page. This process showed 

them how valuable the video content they already had 

was. They decided that the event launch email could be a 

good opportunity to run a test with the technology to see 

how people responded to the personalized video.

Step #1 - Create the video
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Miller wanted to carry the personalization concept throughout the 

whole campaign so they started with the subject line. The initial 

subject line the team had created was lengthier, Miller said, and 

read "2014 Orlando Convention registration is open." However, the 

team wanted to try something different for this send, and went 

with an "almost uncomfortably short" subject line: "[Recipient 

name], your Convention video."

The Convention launch email had the promotional image with 

quick links to the schedule and sessions. Directly below that was 

the personalized video, where the recipient could see their name 

displayed in a still image. When they clicked to watch the video 

they were sent to the Convention landing page, where the video 

automatically started playing. Below the video was the price, and 

how much longer they had to take advantage of that pricing.

Step #2 - Create the email 
around the video
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The Zumba marketing team ran a multivariate test to prove that 

the personalized video and message would get better results then 

the control email. 

The list was split with 90% receiving the personalized message 

and 10% receiving the control. The test was a multivariate because 

the subject line had to be altered slightly since the control didn't 

feature the personalized video.

The results of Zumba's move into personalized video for the 

Conference were impressive. 

Step #3 - Time to test the 
new approach
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So what happened?

Miller was excited about the decision to personalize the 

marketing campaign. He said: 

Personalized Message

Control Message

"Personalized video was a way the team could quickly 

convey in the email that the event was on the next level, 

in all of the marketing, we wanted to immerse people 

in that experience before they even get there." 

40%

31%

21%

5.4%

Open Rate

Open Rate

Click-through Rate

Click-through Rate
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There was even
an unexpected bonus.

The results on the campaign were good enough to make anyone happy. 

The metrics the campaign was able to achieve include:

What really excited Miller was the anecdotal results, with people posting 

screenshots of their videos to social media and discussing the conference. 

The campaign went viral. The sharing element that the videos created 

was unexpected, but welcomed. Some users had 700 to 800 views of 

their video. Obviously, it wasn't them watching it over and over again, 

but it shows how well it was received, they were sharing it so much 

that the videos were getting nearly 1,000 views. People were posting so 

much on social media that Miller ran into a problem that every marketer 

dreams of as he explained:

• The highest click-to-open rate for any Zumba Fitness 

promotional email at 50%

• An average of more than nine minutes on the video 

landing page

• Users with more than 700 views of their video

"Fortunately and unfortunately, it spilled over into the 

control group and they see what other people received. 

It's rare that you're ever upset that you didn't get to see 

some marketing message from a company. I think it 

means we were doing something right."
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Want more information 
on how you can get 
results like this?

Check out how to 
get started using 
personalized videos 
here and start boosting 
sales today.
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